
Diesel Control Units

From simple protection units to the
sophistication of remote network displays and
multiple engine and application monitoring,
Auto Maskin product lines are flexible, easily
installed and configured,  and provide the
protection required to keep your investments sound. 

Emergency Power Management

When management of electrical supplies
during outages of the main grid is critical,
Auto Maskin have a proven delivery 
record of providing tailored and safety
focused solutions. 

Remote Telemetry

Whether in the same location or from a
continent away, Auto Maskin’s ability to take
bulk data from it’s system and display and filter
information to allow appropriate oversight of
equipment and staff is proven and available today

Integrated Small Ship Monitoring

Developing from the highly flexible control
systems to manage diesel engines, Auto
Maskin has expansion capability to allow small
vessels to have an integrated alarm system
with many functions of, but without the expense
and complexity, of a traditional large ship process
control system.

Fleet Management Data

Linked to remote telemetry, Auto Maskin can
assist customers manage the data made
available by their control systems.  The team
in Norway can provide management tools and
reporting processes to maximize effectiveness
and increase profitability of their customer’s business
without excessive resources
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The History of Auto Maskin

Based in the high technology sector of Lillestrom, deep
in the heart of the Norwegian fjords, Auto Maskin has
been building control and monitoring solutions linked to
rotating and process equipment in the Marine and
Industrial markets since the late 60’s. The privately
owned company has grown significantly since those
early days. Now with a customer base that stretches
across the globe our delivery partners range from
National corporations, like Telenor, the Norwegian
telecommunications giant or large multinational
corporations such as Cummins Inc, to a tug owner in
the South China Sea. All have come to rely upon the
expertise and quality of Auto Maskin.

Core Competencies

Quality is a key attribute that links the critical elements
of the Auto Maskin engineering and Production teams. 
ISO 9001 Certified, the team of engineers create imaginative
and innovative solutions based upon customers needs and
definitions. Utilizing appropriate technologies and unique
components designed in house, the teams supply quality
assured solutions to highly demanding local and global
standards such as Marine Classification Society rules. With
production being strictly audited using automated test
equipment at a number of trusted long term partners, Auto
Maskin has a reliability and durability reputation second to
none in their field.

Forward Vision

The future for Auto Maskin is linked to the changes 
in the world around us. Increasing technology, reduced
manpower and expertise in the field means increasing 
needs globally for the core competencies of the organization.
Developing and using appropriate technologies to protect
our customers investments, making data available to allow
the best business and operational decisions to be made,
whether that is locally or on a differing continent to the 
plant are central to our vision. This means understanding
new customer needs and regulations in an ever changing 
and demanding environment and providing total solutions
within market sectors to meet those needs cost effectively.
These are the ways Auto Maskin will serve it’s customers old
and new in the future.
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AUTO MASKIN AS (PRONOUNCED “AUTO MACHINE”) HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROTECTING CUSTOMER’S

INVESTMENTS FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS. DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS APPROPRIATE TO NEEDS, DEFINING THE

NEXT STEPS FORWARD IN A RAPIDLY CHANGING BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT. 

BY CREATING A TEAM OF EXPERTS WHO ARE LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS. AUTO MASKIN HAS BECOME 

THE TRUSTED SUPPLIER FOR SOLUTIONS THAT REQUIRE THE BEST IN PROTECTION, FUNCTIONALITY,

QUALITY AND COMPLIANCE TO GLOBAL STANDARDS

“Auto Maskin has become a strong technology partner of

Cummins providing an innovative and professional working

relationship that has delivered a superior marine panel system

that is providing clear value to our customers”

Scott Halterman
Chief Engineer, Cummins Marine


